EXCURSION IN MATH FOR UNDERGRADS
sponsored by the AWM Student Chapter @ Emory University

...wondering about what a PH.D. IN MATH is like??
...still not sure about what to do AFTER GRADUATION??
...interested in Math and its APPLICATIONS??

THIS IS THE EVENT YOU WERE LOOKING FOR!

When: Saturday, November 14th, 2009
Where: Emory Math & Science center
        400 Dowman Dr., Atlanta, 30322

What:  ■ Three fun talks on card tricks, martial arts and the “heart” of Mathematics
        ■ A panel where our professors and grad students will answer your questions about Mathematics and Graduate School

▪ Refreshments and lunch will be provided!

▪ How to REGISTER:
  email us at awm@mathcs.emory.edu
  by Friday, October 16th, with your name and school